Hybrid Hardware/Software Floating-Point Implementations for Optimized Area and Throughput Tradeoffs I. INTRODUCTION F LOATING-POINT (FP) representation is the most commonly used method for approximating real numbers in modern computers [1] . However, the large area and power requirement of FP hardware limit many architectures to fixedpoint arithmetic, for example, software-defined radio architectures [2] , Blackfin microprocessors [3] , picoChip [4] , the Xscale core [5] , and massively parallel processor chips such as AsAP [6] , [7] . Small chip area is especially critical for many-core architectures, since increasing area per core has Hybrid implementations offer alternatives to pure software and pure hardware designs and enable a spectrum of designs with varying levels of chip area and throughput. a dramatic effect on total chip area and can much more easily reduce the number of cores that will fit on a chip die. There is also interest in adding embedded FP units (FPUs) in FPGAs [8] , though most commercial vendors do not offer dedicated hard block FPUs due to the large area overhead [9] .
Several approaches have been explored for increasing FP throughput and maintaining low area overhead. Fused and cascade multiply-add FPUs improve accuracy and provide computational speedup [10] , [11] ; however, they introduce large area [12] and power overhead, which are undesirable for simple fixed-point processors. If blocks of data have similar magnitudes, block FP (BFP) can be useful for increasing SNR and dynamic range [13] , [14] . Microoperations have been used to create a virtual FPU, which reuse existing fixed-point hardware to emulate an FP datapath for a very long instruction word processor [14] . Hardware prescaling and postscaling has also been used to reduce the required hardware for FP division and square root [15] . The hardware overhead can be reduced by shortening the exponent and mantissa widths for video coding [16] , audio applications [17] , and radar image formation [18] . Some speech recognition and image processing applications have been shown to not require the full mantissa width [19] . Custom FP instructions have also been explored for an FPGA to increase FP throughput with lower area overhead than a full hardware FPU [21] . However, Hockert and Compton [21] did not consider modular FPUs built from standalone addition/subtraction and multiplication designs or the throughput when performing the multiply-add operation, nor did they explore the area and throughput tradeoffs of various division and square root algorithms. This paper presents hybrid FP implementations, which perform FP arithmetic on a small fixed-point processor using a combination of fixed-point software instructions and additional hardware. Hybrid implementations offer alternative area-throughput tradeoffs to full software or full hardware approaches (Fig. 1) . They provide higher throughput than full software kernels by including either custom FP-specific (CFP) instructions or unsigned, shift carry, and leading-zero detection (USL) support, which replaces long sections of code, thereby performing the same operation in a fewer cycles. This paper demonstrates that hybrid implementations require less area than conventional full hardware modules by using the existing fixed-point hardware, such as the arithmetic logic unit (ALU) and multiply-accumulate (MAC) unit.
USL support is added to a simple fixed-point processor to determine the area and throughput tradeoffs provided by minimal architectural improvements to the instruction set architecture (ISA). These architectural improvements improve FP throughput without adding FP-specific hardware. The ISA modifications include adding unsigned operation support, leading zero detection, and additional shift instructions. A set of hybrid implementations with USL support is created, which typically require less area than the hybrid implementations with CFP hardware, but offer less throughput.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows. 1) Eight hybrid implementations with CFP hardware and six with USL support. 2) Design and implementation of 38 multiply-add, 8 addition/subtraction, 6 multiplication, 45 division, and 45 square root designs. These designs include full software kernels, full hardware modules, hybrid implementations with USL support, and hybrid implementations with CFP hardware. Three different algorithms for division and three for square root are utilized. 3) Evaluation of the proposed software kernels, hardware modules, and hybrid implementations, and FPUs (i.e., the combination of two or more FP software kernels, hardware modules, or hybrid implementations) in terms of area, throughput, and instruction count when performing FP multiply-add, addition/subtraction, multiplication, division, and square root. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents background on the FP format, the algorithms utilized, and the targeted architecture. Section III presents the full software kernels and Section IV covers the full hardware modules. Section V discusses the proposed hybrid implementations with USL support. Section VI discusses the proposed hybrid implementations with CFP hardware. Section VII evaluates the software kernels, hardware modules, and hybrid implementations, demonstrates two examples for determining the optimal designs, and presents benchmark results. Section VIII provides insights into the advantages of the hybrid approaches. Section IX compares the results of this paper to previous work. Section X summarizes the findings of this work.
II. FLOATING-POINT COMPUTATION BACKGROUND

A. Floating-Point Format
This work uses the IEEE-754 single-precision format for all FP arithmetic, with values on the normalized value interval ±[2 −126 , (2 − 2 −23 ) × 2 127 ] [22] . In addition, round to nearest even, the IEEE-754 default rounding mode, and round toward zero are supported for all FP arithmetic. However, in order to reduce overhead, the following features are not supported: exception handling, not a number, ±infinity, denormalized values, and alternative rounding modes. Many applications, such as some multimedia and graphics processing, do not rely on all elements of the standard [20] , [23] .
B. Floating-Point Arithmetic
The FP operation algorithms are explained below. 1) Addition/Subtraction: This operation begins by determining the smaller magnitude operand, aligning the mantissas of the two operands based on the difference in their exponents, and adding or subtracting the mantissas based on the desired operation and the signs of the operands. The initial exponent is set to the exponent of the larger magnitude operand. The result is then normalized and rounded. The sign bit is determined by the larger input operand.
2) Multiplication: This operation begins by multiplying the mantissas together. The initial exponent is set by adding the operand exponents, the product is then normalized and rounded, and the sign bit is set by XORing the sign bit of both operands together.
3) Multiply-Add: The multiply-add operation performs a + b × c. The unfused multiply-add first calculates b × c, rounds the result, adds the rounded product to the addend a, and then performs a second rounding. The fused multiply-add (FMA) rounds once, after the product is added to the addend.
4) Division:
Three algorithms are implemented for division: long-division [24] , nonrestoring [25] , and Newton-Raphson [1] . Division is typically an infrequent operation [26] , [27] ; therefore, little area should be allocated. The long-division and nonrestoring algorithms are chosen for their simplicity and low area impact, whereas the Newton-Raphson algorithm is selected for its potentially high throughput [28] .
The long-division algorithm first compares the magnitude of the divisor and the dividend. If the divisor is smaller than or equal to the dividend, then it is subtracted from the dividend to form a partial remainder, and a 1 is right shifted in as the next bit of the quotient. Otherwise, they are not subtracted and a 0 is shifted in for the next bit of the quotient [24] . The partial remainder is then left shifted by 1 bit and set as the new dividend. This process continues until all of the quotient bits are determined. The result is then normalized and rounded. The result exponent is calculated by subtracting the input exponents and adding back the bias.
The nonrestoring division algorithm is similar to the restoring algorithm except that it avoids the restoring step for each loop iteration to improve performance [29] . The divisor is first subtracted from the dividend. A loop is executed that first checks if the result is negative or positive, and then left shifts the quotient and the result. If the result is negative, the dividend is added to the result. If the result is positive, the least significant bit (LSB) of the quotient is set to 1 and the dividend is subtracted from the result [30] . This loop iterates until all bits are determined for the quotient [25] . The final step then restores the divisor if the result was negative. The result is then normalized and rounded. The result exponent is calculated in the same manner as long division.
For the Newton-Raphson division algorithm, the reciprocal of the divisor is determined iteratively and then multiplied by the dividend [1] . The divisor and dividend are first scaled down to a small interval. A linear approximation is then used to estimate the reciprocal and minimize the maximum relative error of the final result [31] . This estimation is then improved iteratively. Once this reciprocal is determined, it is multiplied by the scaled dividend to obtain the result, which is then refined by computing residuals at a higher precision [24] .
These division algorithms calculate the result's sign by XORing the sign bits of both operands.
5) Square Root: Three algorithms are used for performing square root: digit-by-digit, Newton-Raphson [1] , and nonrestoring [32] . Square root is typically an infrequent operation [26] , [27] ; therefore, little area should be allocated. The digit-by-digit and nonrestoring algorithms are chosen for their low area impact, while the Newton-Raphson method is chosen for providing high throughput since the algorithm converges quadratically rather than linearly [33] .
The digit-by-digit algorithm first determines the result exponent. If the unbiased exponent is odd, one is subtracted to make it even and the radicand mantissa is left shifted to account for the change without a loss of precision. The exponent is then right shifted by 1 bit. Solving for the root mantissa then begins by setting the most significant bit (MSB) of the root to one, squaring the root, and subtracting it from the radicand. If the result is negative, the radicand's MSB is set to zero; otherwise, it is left as a one. The next MSB of the root is then set to 1, and the process is continued until all of the root bits are determined. The squaring step is unnecessary for the first iteration of this loop. The result is then normalized and rounded.
The nonrestoring square root algorithm involves a loop where each iteration calculates one digit of the square root exactly and the digits are based on whether the partial remainder is negative or positive [32] . The result exponent is determined by dividing the original exponent by two and adding 63, which is half the bias rounded down. The LSB of the original exponent is then added to this sum.
The Newton-Raphson square root algorithm finds the reciprocal of the square root first using an algorithm similar to Newton-Raphson division [1] : scaling the input, applying the linear approximation [34] , and iterating to improve the approximation. The result is determined by multiplying the reciprocal approximation by the original input and corrected via the Tuckerman test [35] .
C. Targeted Architectures
This work applies to any fixed-point architecture. Several methods for performing FP operations on a fixed-point datapath are evaluated on the asynchronous array of simple processors architecture (AsAP2). AsAP2 is an example of a fine-grained many-core system with a fixed-point datapath [36] and features 164 simple independently clocked homogeneous programmable processors. Each processor occupies 0.17 mm 2 in 65-nm CMOS technology and can operate up to a maximum clock frequency of 1.2 GHz at 1.3 V [7] . Processors support 63 general-purpose instructions, contain a 128 × 35-bit instruction memory and a 128 × 16-bit data memory, and implement a 16-bit fixed-point signed-only datapath including a MAC unit with a 40-bit accumulator. The platform is capable of computing a wide range of applications including audio and video processing [37] , [38] , as well as ultrasound image processing [39] .
III. FULL SOFTWARE KERNELS These full software kernels are coded in AsAP instructions and form a software library consisting of addition/subtraction, multiplication, division, and square root. They are referred to as "full software" because they utilize only general-purpose fixed-point instructions. Since the platform's word size is 16 bits, each value is received on chip as two words. To simplify software computation, these words are split into four to store the following: the sign bit, exponent, high and low mantissa bits. Since these kernels use only the platform's existing fixedpoint datapath, they do not add area.
The programs for these kernels are large due to the lack of unsigned ALU instructions and the number of fixed-point instructions required for emulating FP hardware. Computation time for software FP consists primarily of operand comparisons, mantissa alignment, addition, normalization, and rounding.
A. Addition/Subtraction Kernel (Full SW Add/Sub)
Since 222 instructions are required for this kernel, two processors are needed for sufficient instruction memory. The first processor sorts the operands and aligns the mantissas. The second processor adds the mantissas, normalizes, and rounds.
B. Multiplication Kernel (Full SW Mult)
Most of the instructions overheads for this kernel are used for performing mantissa multiplication and rounding. The partial products of the multiplication are created and added using the MAC and aligned using the shifter.
C. Division Kernel Version 1 (Full SW Div Ver. 1)
This kernel uses the long-division algorithm [24] . The loop to determine the quotient requires the greatest number of instructions and involves several shift and subtract operations.
D. Division Kernel Version 2 (Full SW Div Ver. 2)
This kernel uses the Newton-Raphson algorithm [1] . The kernel begins with zero input detection and handling, followed by exponent calculation. The input is then prepared for later calculations. The initial estimate of the reciprocal is calculated, followed by Newton-Raphson iterations. The first input is then multiplied by the reciprocal of the second, and then the result is normalized and rounded. Finally, the LSB is corrected.
E. Square Root Kernel Version 1 (Full SW Sqrt Ver. 1)
This kernel uses the digit-by-digit method. Most of the overhead involves squaring each value being tested. 
F. Square Root Kernel Version 2 (Full SW Sqrt Ver. 2)
This kernel uses the Newton-Raphson method, similar to Full SW Div Ver. 2, except the first input is multiplied by the reciprocal of the square root. Most of the instruction overhead is from handling multiword values.
IV. FULL HARDWARE MODULES
Full hardware modules offer the highest throughput, but require the most area of the designs implemented. These modules are referred to as "full hardware" because all arithmetic is performed on dedicated FP hardware. Since the target platform has a 16-bit datapath, the FP values are first loaded into FP registers. Each value is stored as two 16-bit words. An entire FP operation is carried out by a single FP instruction and the results are read from the FP registers, 16 bits at a time. The instructions used in each module are shown in Table I .
For comparison purposes, a separate version of each module is created, with a 32-bit word size and datapath. The full hardware modules are discussed as follows.
A. Fused Multiply-Add Module (Full HW FMA)
The full hardware FMA module uses the FMA instruction, with a two-cycle execution latency. The design of the module matches that of a traditional single-path FMA architecture, similar to the FMA in the IBM RS/6000 [1] , [40] . The addend is complemented if effective subtraction is performed and right shifted by the exponent difference. The multiplier uses radix-4 Booth encoding with reduced sign extension, limiting the widths of the partial products to 28 and 29 bits. The partial products are then compressed using a Wallace tree into carrysave format. A 3:2 carry-save adder then adds these values and the lower 48 bits of the shifted addend. An end-around carry adder with a carry lookahead adder computes the sum. In parallel, a leading zero anticipator (LZA) determines the number of leading zeros for the result, to within 1 place [41] , [42] . The result is complemented if the addend is larger than the product. The result is normalized using the LZA count, followed by a possible 1-bit correction and rounding.
Full HW FMA (32-bit I/O) is created for a 32-bit datapath and word size and uses FMA32 with a two-cycle execution latency. This instruction uses three source operands.
B. Addition/Subtraction Module (Full HW Add/Sub)
This module uses the FPAdd and FPSub instructions with a two-cycle execution latency each.
Full HW Add/Sub (32-bit I/O) is created for a 32-bit datapath and word size and uses FPAdd32 and FPSub32, each of which has a single-cycle execution latency. If operands are read from a processor's local memory, then a single instruction can perform addition/subtraction.
C. Multiplication Module (Full HW Mult)
This module uses the FPMult instruction with a single-cycle execution latency to perform multiplication.
Full HW Mult (32-bit I/O) is created for a 32-bit datapath and word size and uses the FPMult32 instruction to perform multiplication with a single-cycle execution latency. Assuming operands are read from a processor's local memory, a single instruction can perform multiplication.
D. Division Module (Full HW Div)
This module performs the restoring division algorithm [25] using FPDiv. This instruction has a 30-cycle execution latency.
Full HW Div (32-bit I/O) is created for a 32-bit datapath and word size and uses the FPDiv32 instruction with a 30-cycle execution latency. A single instruction can perform division if operands are read from a processor's local memory.
E. Square Root Module (Full HW Sqrt)
This module uses FPSqrt with a 26-cycle execution latency to perform the nonrestoring square root algorithm [32] .
Full HW Sqrt (32- 
A. Addition/Subtraction Hybrid Implementation With USL Support (Hybrid Add/Sub w/ USL)
Unsigned addition/subtraction operations increase throughput for sorting operands, calculating the exponent difference, adding/subtracting the mantissas, and rounding. The additional shift instructions and the LZD reduce normalization overhead.
B. Multiplication Hybrid Implementation With USL Support (Hybrid Mult w/ USL)
The unsigned multiply-accumulate instructions reduce the overhead for partial product calculation. The additional shift instruction eases normalization and the unsigned addition instructions reduce the instruction count for rounding.
C. Division Hybrid Implementation With USL Support Version 1 (Hybrid Div w/ USL Ver. 1)
This implementation uses the long-division algorithm [24] . Unsigned addition/subtraction and added shift instructions reduce the instruction count for exponent calculation, divisor and dividend mantissa subtraction, rounding, and normalization.
D. Division Hybrid Implementation With USL Support Version 2 (Hybrid Div w/ USL Ver. 2)
This implementation uses the Newton-Raphson division algorithm [1] . The unsigned addition/subtraction, multiplyaccumulate, and additional shift instructions reduce the instruction count for calculating the exponent and initial estimate, executing the Newton-Raphson iterations, multiplying the input by the reciprocal, rounding, and correcting the LSB.
E. Square Root Hybrid Implementation With USL Support Version 1 (Hybrid Sqrt w/ USL Ver. 1)
This implementation uses the digit-by-digit method. Unsigned addition/subtraction instructions decrease the instruction count for exponent calculation, root incrementing, radicand and square root subtraction, and rounding. Unsigned multiply-accumulate reduces the instruction count for squaring the root being tested, and the additional shift instructions assist with setting the next radicand bit and alignment.
F. Square Root Hybrid Implementation With USL Support Version 2 (Hybrid Sqrt w/ USL Ver. 2)
This implementation uses the Newton-Raphson square root algorithm [1] . Unsigned instructions ease rounding and the correction of the LSB, calculating the exponent, determining the initial value, and performing the Newton-Raphson iterations. The additional shift instructions help with preparing the input data and the Newton-Raphson iterations.
VI. PROPOSED HYBRID IMPLEMENTATIONS WITH CUSTOM FP-SPECIFIC HARDWARE
Hybrid implementations with CFP hardware are composed of fixed-point software and custom FP instructions operating together on FP workloads [43] . They increase throughput by reducing the bottlenecks of full software kernels and require less area than full hardware modules.
CFP instructions perform operations on data stored in FP registers, and each value is stored as two 16-bit words. Table I indicates the instructions utilized in each implementation, where each instruction has a single-cycle execution latency. Eight implementations are described in the following. With this implementation, fixed-point instructions sort the operands and calculate the exponent difference. The CFP instructions described in the following perform the rest of the operation.
1) FPAdd_SatAlign:
The FP registers are loaded with the sorted FP operands. This instruction saturates the exponent difference and then aligns and adds the mantissas. The hidden bits are inserted and the sticky bit is determined. For effective subtraction, the smaller magnitude operand's mantissa is inverted and a one is added. The unnormalized result is stored in an FP register and the 16 MSBs are returned. 1) FPAdd_Compare: This instruction sorts both operands after they are loaded into the FP registers. The sorted operands are then rewritten into the FP registers. FPAdd_Compare also saturates the shift amount since exponent differences greater than 25 result in identical mantissa alignments.
2) LZD:
2) FPAdd_Align: This instruction is similar to FPAdd_SatAlign, except that alignment shift amount saturation is handled by FPAdd_Compare. This instruction reads the sorted operands and then aligns and adds them using the shift amount. The rest of the FP operation is performed using LZD, BShiftL, and FPAdd_Round.
D. Addition/Subtraction Hybrid Implementation With CFP Hardware Version 4 (Hybrid Add/Sub w/ CFP Ver. 4)
This implementation sorts the operands and calculates the hidden bit, sticky bit, and saturated exponent difference using fixed-point instructions. FPAdd_Align aligns mantissas, potentially complements one of them, and adds them together. Shift_LZA replaces BShiftL and LZD and is described as follows.
Algorithm 1 Pseudocode of Hybrid Add/Sub w/ CFP Ver. 3 1) Shift_LZA: An LZA forms an indicator string to anticipate the leading zeros in parallel with the addition [1] . The leading zero count is then used for normalization shifting, followed by a possible 1-bit correction. The rest of the FP operation is performed using FPAdd_Round.
E. Multiplication Hybrid Implementation With CFP Hardware Version 1 (Hybrid Mult w/ CFP Ver. 1)
This implementation performs mantissa multiplication and exponent and sign bit calculation using fixed-point software instructions. FPMult_NormRndCarry performs the rest of the operation and is described as follows.
1) FPMult_NormRndCarry:
Following mantissa multiplication and exponent calculation, the product is loaded into an FP register. The normalized and rounded mantissa is written back into an FP register, the 16 MSBs are returned, and the carry flag is set. If the carry flag is set, the exponent is incremented in software. Fig. 2(a) shows the hardware for adding this design into the execution stage of the target platform.
F. Multiplication Hybrid Implementation With CFP Hardware Version 2 (Hybrid Mult w/ CFP Ver. 2)
This implementation performs mantissa multiplication in software using fixed-point instructions. FPMult_NormRnd performs the rest of the operation and is described as follows.
1) FPMult_NormRnd:
Following software mantissa multiplication, the product, exponent, and sign bits are loaded into FP registers. The new sign bit, exponent, and normalized and rounded product are then calculated. The result is written to the FP registers and selectable via a 16-bit multiplexer. Fig. 2(b) shows the hardware for this design. 
G. Division Hybrid Implementation With CFP Hardware Version 1 (Hybrid Div w/ CFP Ver. 1)
The nonrestoring division algorithm is used for performing FP division with this implementation [25] . The exponent and sign bit of the result are determined in software. The instruction described in the following performs the rest of the operation.
1) FPDiv_LoopExpAdj:
After both inputs and the partially computed exponent are loaded into the FP registers, this instruction performs the division loop, described in Section II-B4, to calculate the final mantissa. The exponent is then adjusted in hardware following normalization and rounding.
H. Square Root Hybrid Implementation With CFP Hardware Version 1 (Hybrid Sqrt w/ CFP Ver. 1)
This implementation implements the nonrestoring square root algorithm [32] . The exponent of the result is determined in software. FPSqrt_Loop performs the rest of the operation.
1) FPSqrt_Loop:
After loading the input into the FP register, this instruction performs the square root loop, described in Section II-B5, to calculate the final mantissa.
VII. RESULTS AND COMPARISONS
Each implementation is synthesized with a 65-nm CMOS standard cell library using Synopsys DC compiler with a 1.3 V operating voltage and 25°C operating temperature and clock frequencies of 600, 800, 1000, and 1200 MHz.
For accuracy and performance analysis, FPgen [44] , a test suite for verifying FP datapaths is used to include test cases unlikely to be covered by pure random test generation. This testing is supplemented by using millions of pseudorandomly generated FP values on the normalized value interval
With the exception of the full software kernels, each design adds circuitry to the platform processor, the area for this circuitry is referred to as additional area. Fig. 3 plots additional area versus delay for each design using four different target clock frequencies ranging from 600-1200 MHz. Additional area is plotted versus cycles per FLOP times the clock period in nanoseconds. The designs are plotted on separate graphs according to operation type. Since FMA supports both addition/subtraction and multiplication operations, it is plotted in both Fig. 3(a) and (b) . Designs for both 16-bit and 32-bit word sizes and datapaths are plotted. The 32-bit I/O designs are smaller than their counterparts because they do not consider the additional area required for a processor with a 32-bit word size and datapath.
A. Individual FP Designs Compared
As expected, designs providing higher throughput generally require greater area. Regardless of clock period, the dedicated FMA requires the most area. Having a split multiplier and addition/subtraction design requires less area than an FMA due to extra circuitry present such as a wider alignment shifter, adder, and normalization shifter, as well as the LZA and endaround carry adder present in the FMA. A large area savings is not observed for most designs when using a longer clock period. In addition, the target platform utilizes a 1.2 GHz clock frequency and a separate clock is not available for the FP circuitry; therefore, the results for the rest of this paper consider a 1.2 GHz clock frequency. Table II lists the throughput per core, instruction count, and area for each design. Fig. 4 plots the throughput and area for each design. Each implementation is plotted on a separate graph according to operation type. For each of the four plots, full software kernels are found on the left side, along the yaxis. Full hardware modules are located in the bottom right hand of each plot. The hybrid implementations (with USL support and with CFP hardware) are found in the middle of the plots.
We can determine the optimal design subject to an area constraint by selecting an implementation that uses less area than the constraint and requires the fewest average cycles per FLOP. As an example, we consider an area constraint A max equal to 10% of the target platform processor area. For this example, more area is allocated for addition/subtraction and multiplication hardware because division and square root are less frequent operations [26] , [27] . As shown in Fig. 4(a) , an area constraint is first set for the addition/subtraction design A 70% max equal to 70% of the maximum area constraint. The optimal implementation that requires the least cycles per FLOP while not exceeding the area constraint is denoted by the green arrow as Hybrid Add/Sub w/ CFP Ver. 3. Using the remaining area, the area constraint A mult max is set in Fig. 4(b) and the optimal design for multiplication is Hybrid Mult w/ CFP Ver. 2. There remains available area, A div max , for improving division throughput in Fig. 4(c) using Hybrid Div w/ USL Ver. 1. Finally, the optimal design for square root is determined in Fig. 4(d) to be a software kernel, Full SW Sqrt Ver. 1.
The full hardware designs require the most area and achieve the highest throughput; however, none of these implementations meets the area constraint and the FMA is the largest implementation, increasing processor area by 32.8%. Except for multiplication, the hybrid implementations with USL support require the least area to improve throughput. They can also be used for general-purpose workloads because the USL instructions are non-FP specific. For the full software kernels, division and square root require less cycles per FLOP using the long-division and digit-by-digit algorithms, respectively. However, the division and square root hybrid implementations with USL support require slightly less cycles per FLOP when using the Newton-Raphson algorithm.
B. Comparison When Combining FP Designs
To compare the throughput and area when combining multiple designs, the FP designs discussed in Sections III-VI are combined into 38 functionally equivalent FPU implementations consisting of an addition/subtraction and multiplication unit. These designs are evaluated for performing unfused multiply-add, and Newton-Raphson division and square root. These Newton-Raphson and FMA implementations of divide and square root are mapped in a pipelined fashion and loops are unrolled to potentially provide high throughput [45] . These implementations are compared with full software, full hardware, and hybrid designs using the long-division, digit-by-digit, nonrestoring, or Newton-Raphson algorithm. 5 plots the cycles per FLOP for the unfused multiplyadd operation versus additional area. Just as in Section VII-A, the optimal design subject to an area constraint can be easily determined. The optimal multiply-add design is first determined, followed by the optimal division and square root designs. For this example, the area constraint A max is equal to 10% of the target platform processor area; however, 80% of the area constraint A 80% max is allocated for the addition/subtraction and multiplication hardware. Based on the cycles per FLOP for performing the multiply-add operation, denoted by the green arrow, Hybrid Add/Sub w/ CFP Ver. 3 is the optimal addition/subtraction design and Hybrid Mult w/ CFP Ver. 2 is the optimal multiplication design. Despite offering reduced latency and higher throughput, the additional area overhead for the FMA does not meet the area constraint. Fig. 5 to implement division does not require any additional area other than that already incurred for the addition/subtraction and multiplication designs. Using the area left over from choosing a design in Fig. 5 , the optimal design for improving division throughput is determined. The division implementation using the optimal FPU from Fig. 5 is denoted by the blue arrow; however, it does not improve throughput versus full software. Subject to the constraint A div max , the optimal division design is Hybrid Div w/ USL Ver. 1, which uses the long-division algorithm. Scaled by core count, none of the addition/subtraction and multiplication combinations using Newton-Raphson division increases throughput. Fig. 5 and a division design in Fig. 6 and is used to determine an optimal square root design. The square root implementation using the optimal FPU from Fig. 5 is denoted by the blue arrow; however, it achieves lower throughput than the software implementation. Subject to the area constraint, the optimal square root design is Full SW Sqrt Ver. 1, which implements the digit-by-digit algorithm. Contrary to division, some Newton-Raphson square root implementations using combinations of addition/subtraction and multiplication designs improve throughput over the full software implementation.
The FPU implementations are also evaluated for performing two scientific kernel benchmarks. Fig. 8(a) and (b) plots the cycles per FLOP for a radix-2 complex butterfly computation and a 2 × 2 matrix multiplication. These benchmarks are two examples of kernels in many scientific workloads [46] . They are implemented using the minimum number of cores and the addition/subtraction and multiplication designs from The optimal division implementation is determined with the remaining available area, A div max . Designs satisfying the area constraint appear in the green highlighted region. Using the remaining available area, the optimal design for square root is determined in Fig. 7 . The remaining legend is shown in Fig. 5 . Results from synthesis in 65-nm CMOS at 1.3 V and 1.2 GHz. provide the highest throughput but do not meet the area constraint. The policy of using cycles per FLOP and additional area for each FP design from Figs. 4-7 can be employed to roughly estimate the performance and area requirements for computing other benchmarks.
VIII. ADVANTAGES OF HYBRID APPROACHES
When area cannot be increased, software implementations are the only option for performing FP arithmetic. Dedicated hardware designs are ideal when the goal is maximum throughput. When area is constrained, hybrid designs are optimal because they increase throughput and require less area than dedicated FP hardware. They provide a method for satisfying an area constraint that dedicated hardware would violate. Hybrid implementations with USL support increase throughput and reduce area overhead by adding functionality to existing hardware to simplify multiword operations. The hybrid implementations with CFP exceed the performance of the USL support designs by adding custom hardware which performs specific steps of an FP operation. These steps would otherwise require many fixed-point instructions.
The full software implementations require many operations on large (multiword) data values. Multiword operations require carrying between words or summing and carrying between partial products. The programmer must avoid using the bit that is treated as signed (bit 16 for the target platform) and must handle carry flags and partial product summation in software. Therefore, signed hardware cannot operate on completely utilized 16-bit words. Words must be partitioned into 15 bits each at most. The hybrid implementations with USL support provide unsigned hardware, which allows efficient handling of multiword values, improving Newton-Raphson throughput. The long-division and digit-by-digit methods see much less benefit, as they depend more on shifts.
Multiple hybrid designs with CFP are implemented to explore the benefits of different design approaches. Each version differs in terms of which steps or the proportion of the FP operation that is performed in software. Which steps justify hardware support is based on the throughput increase and area overhead. Hybrid Add/Sub w/ CFP Ver. 3 increases addition/subtraction throughput the most by supporting operand comparison in hardware. Otherwise, sorting the operands requires many instructions to compare the exponents and the multiword mantissa. Hybrid Add/Sub w/ CFP Ver. 4 includes an LZA, which increases throughput, but requires more area and improves throughput less than supporting operand sorting in hardware. For multiplication, Hybrid Mult w/ CFP Ver. 2 increases throughput the most by adding more hardware support than Ver. 1. This implementation reduces the executed instruction count by calculating the sign bit and exponent and determining if the result is zero in hardware. This additional circuitry increases area and is shown in Fig. 2 . The division and square root implementations use less area than dedicated FP hardware by performing sign bit and exponent calculation in software; the throughput of these operations is increased by performing the rest of the operations in hardware.
IX. RELATED WORK AND COMPARISON Since this work presents single-precision FP implementations, we compare our results with other work that increase single-precision FP throughput with less area overhead than a dedicated hardware design and do not compare with implementations using BFP or a reduced FP word width. Table III summarizes a comparison with other methods for improving FP throughput. Our results include designs with a 16-bit and 32-bit word size and datapath, all implementing singleprecision FP. Not every work reports area data; therefore, to make a consistent comparison, the area overhead of each design is evaluated against the area of the dedicated full hardware design reported in that respective work. This paper and two of the papers in Table III explore alternatives to an FMA [14] , [15] , while one compares against an Altera FPU without divide [21] . This paper reports the area overhead for supporting each FP operation individually. Other work do not publish area for specific operations; therefore, area is recorded under the FP operation categories for which cycle counts are reported. Except for the FMA design, our implementations for multiply-add perform an unfused operation.
The work by Gilani et al. [14] and Viitanen et al. [15] did not explore modular designs. Hockert and Compton [21] explored modular designs with varying amounts of hardware support, but did not evaluate the overhead for supporting individual FP operations.
Our work presents a wider range of area overheads for improving FP throughput, allowing more versatility across a large range of area constraints. Our designs also offer the lowest cycles per FLOP for both the divide and square root operations while requiring less area than an FMA. Comparing our 32-bit I/O designs with other work that reduce FP area overhead compared with dedicated FP hardware, our implementations achieve the lowest cycles per FLOP for all operation types.
X. CONCLUSION
In this paper, eight hybrid implementations with CFP hardware and six hybrid implementations with USL support are presented for a fixed-point processor. These implementations increase the throughput of FP operations by adding USL support instructions to the ISA, and custom FP instructions. The area overhead is kept low by utilizing the existing fixedpoint functional units.
The circuit area and throughput are found for 38 multiplyadd, 8 addition/subtraction, 6 multiplication, 45 division, and 45 square root designs. This paper presents designs that improve FP throughput versus a baseline software implementation and require less area overhead compared with an FMA than other works. Several examples demonstrate how to determine the optimal FP designs for a given area constraint. Hybrid implementations are an effective design method for increasing FP throughput and require up to 97.0% less area than a traditional FMA.
